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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The USD Carbon Task Force has finished a calculation of the University’s 2007 carbon footprint and a
review of peer institutions’ efforts to combat climate change. The Task Force is prepared to make the
following observations and recommendations:
 Emissions Sources. The use of natural gas is the biggest contributor to USD’s emissions.
Opportunities exist to become more efficient in waste management efforts.
 Information Not Centralized. Data is not always accessible or complete, which makes
accurate assessment difficult. Centralization efforts are key to streamlining data collection.
 Establish Fund. USD GREEN FUND for energy improvements, student environmental programs
and similar efforts. Future energy savings and offsets should be placed in the fund for future
upgrades.
 Green Fees Needed. Provides stable finances for GREEN FUND to ensure funding for
proposals like the Sustainability Office exist from year-to-year.
 Sustainability Office Needed. Supplies much needed professional experience and
opportunities to students while developing institutional memory.
 Proposals Save Money. Proposals like GreenPrint, recycling expansion, retrofits and a green
purchasing policy will save the University money in the long run.
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1. Introduction
a. Climate Change
Since the 1970s, scientific evidence has indicated that changes are occurring in the climate of the Earth. Recently, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change asserted that “[w]arming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now
evident from observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice
and rising global average sea level” (30). Moreover, human activities have played a significant role in causing these
changes (IPCC 39). Though fluctuations in climate occur naturally, most scientists believe the degree to which our actions
have altered the atmosphere have taken us beyond any ‘natural’ cycle, resulting in a number of potentially damaging
impacts on humans and the environment.
Human actions, such as deforestation and fossil fuel combustion, have contributed to climate change in a number of ways.
In particular, emissions of greenhouse gases alter the Earth’s energy balance. Through a phenomenon known as the
greenhouse effect, some of the sun’s light energy becomes trapped in the Earth’s atmosphere as heat. The greenhouse
effect occurs because certain molecules, such as carbon dioxide, methane, and water, can absorb infrared light, which
would otherwise be radiated to space. Therefore,
human activities that increase the atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases increase the
residence time of heat on the Earth’s surface,
consistent with the observed increase in average
surface temperature and its effects.

b. The University’s Responsibility
On August 25, 1804, Lewis and Clark made the journey
to the top of one of Vermillion's most cherished natural
structures, Spirit Mound. In his journal, Clark would
later go on to write, "from the top of this mound, we

beheld a most beautiful landscape." Fifty-eight years later, the same vista that so amazed Clark would become home to
the then territory's first University. Since then, we have been blessed not only with a beautiful environment, but also a
clean one. We currently enjoy one of the cleanest water supplies and safest air qualities in the entire nation.
As mentioned above, this can change quickly if institutions and individuals do not act. Governments, institutions, and
individuals are facing the difficult choice between changing behaviors or changing the environment. While progress is
slow, more and more actors are beginning to accept the challenge before them and take the appropriate actions toward a
sustainable future.
Unfortunately, action in South Dakota has fallen short despite a clear threat to our economy and environment. Wind
development in South Dakota has been scarce compared to our Midwest neighbors, our biofuel producers are facing new
challenges in the wake of rising input prices, and the drought during the last several years has strained the Missouri River
ecosystem. Climate change will exacerbate our river problems. As the Flagship University for higher education in South
Dakota, the University of South Dakota has the opportunity to lead South Dakota into a cleaner, more prosperous future.
The road set before us is a difficult one, but the journey we take together will be rewarding not only for ourselves but also
for the future coyotes who will inherit this lively campus situated on the beautiful bluffs of the Missouri River.

2. Conducting a Greenhouse Gas Inventory
a. Methodology
The principle commission of the Carbon Task Force to-date has been to determine the University of South Dakota’s
present impact on global climate change. In order to do so, the Carbon Task Force looked at both the University’s carbon
emissions and reviewed best practices of peer institutions, providing the foundation upon which the University can take
advantage of opportunities to improve energy efficiency while mitigating carbon emissions. To assess USD's position
among peer institutions, we employed a peer institutions list created by the Graduate School at the University. This list
was initially created to compare the University's graduate program development among peer institutions. To supplement
the Graduate School's peer institutions list we also employed data on universities nationwide from The Center for
Measuring University Performance (CMUP). CMUP's data was used primarily to identify other institutions that had similar

federal research and programming dollars to give a broader assessment of their performance for carbon reductions.
Together, the Graduate School's and CMUP's data afforded the Task Force a reliable estimate of which institutions
qualified as peer institutions and helped to facilitate the evaluation of similarly situated university practices. The practices
were assessed throughout the evaluation process used by the Task Force and are present throughout the report and its
recommendations.
Utilizing the most extensive and accurate carbon calculator designed specifically for university use, the Carbon Task Force
calculated USD’s carbon footprint using the Clean Air-Cool Planet Climate Action Toolkit. Information required for the
carbon calculator included comprehensive data concerning facilities, air travel, fleet, commuters, solid waste, and
demographic figures. This information was gathered by members of the Task Force from sources such as Institutional
Research publications, USD Operating Budgets, Facilities Management, and other appropriate offices. Much data was
readily accessible; however, acquiring other information demanded more exhaustive research methods.
Calculating the carbon output from fleet and air travel data proved strenuous, and the process of their calculations
deserves elaboration. As a state institution, the University of South Dakota does not own its fleet of vehicles, but rather
uses the fleet owned by the South Dakota state government under the Bureau of Administration's Office of Fleet and
Travel Management (FTM). USD pays FTM a certain rate per mile based on the kind of vehicle being used, and FTM
documents all payments to the purchasing department. Each transaction leaves a paper trail of billing reports which the
Task Force was able to obtain from Auxiliary Service Accountant Cindy Brodsky. Simple addition of the total
miles documented in both reports determines the total miles of USD's fleet travel. Since the carbon calculator asks for
gallons of fuel consumed and not total miles, the total gallons were calculated from the total miles by using miles per
gallon data from FTM.
To obtain USD faculty flight information, the Carbon Task Force retrieved information on the number of air trips taken to
each destination by all documented faculty excursions. Using a web service that calculates mileage "as the crow flies," the
Task Force was then able to obtain and estimate the total amount of miles traveled by air in 2007. Since information on
flight departure city did not exist, Vermillion was used as the location of departure for all flights. Any flights with no
specific destination were given a mileage based on averages. Student flight information was calculated using information
from the "Class Travel" and "Other than Class Travel" forms in the same manner as calculations of faculty travel.

It must be stressed that estimations of carbon emissions from travel are conservative and do not include any trips taken
for activities such as internships, international class trips, and many other sources of student travel. Similarly, finding
accurate information concerning USD commuters remained incredibly onerous, and at the time of writing this report, the
Task Force could not accurately report commuter emission levels. Although the Task Force is comfortable with the current
carbon output estimations, the lack of data on faculty and commuter travel biases carbon output downward and leaves a
potentially large source of carbon emissions unquantifiable.
Information was entered into the excel spreadsheet provided, and the results are discussed on the following pages.

3. Emissions from Production of Energy
a. On-Campus Stationary Sources
Improving energy efficiency in heating and cooling systems represents the
greatest opportunity to lower energy expenditures while reducing carbon
emissions, so the University should not shy away from demonstrable
investments in the efficiency of our cogeneration plant. Located in the heart of
campus, the Davidson Facilities Building is the primary source of the production
of heating and cooling for all University buildings. Using natural gas to heat and
cool our buildings, the University burns the natural gas to generate steam in
boilers which is then piped throughout the campus as a heat source. The use of
natural gas and propane is the greatest source of our carbon emissions. In 2007,
the University used 137,720 MMBtus of natural gas and 2,982 gallons of propane
resulting in a total of 7,308 tons of greenhouse gas emissions
Currently, Facilities has purchased two boilers that will increase plant efficiency
and reduce emissions while saving the University substantial sums of money. Given the unabated rise in energy costs,
efforts like this to improve energy efficiency offers sensible solutions to rising energy costs while limiting carbon emissions
growth. These efforts should be applauded and replicated.

b. Electricity
Electrical output is the largest contributor to any university’s greenhouse gas emissions. For example, if the Carbon Task
Force reported electricity acquired from a “dirty” source like a coal-fired power plant, the University's emissions level
would have been nearly 23,000 tons! Fortunately, the University is blessed to be located near a renewable energy
resource: the Missouri River. Because we currently receive electricity from a grid connected to dams along the river, the
University emits zero greenhouse gas emissions from electricity.
While hydroelectricity is generally considered a source of renewable energy, the Task Force would be remiss to ignore a
growing concern among scientists that dams may be a contributing factor to climate change. One recent study claims that
four percent of global warming is the result of large-scale dams. The University should acknowledge our fortunate source
of renewable energy, but also realize that the effects of dams on climate change are still inconclusive, and the University
should continue to monitor these developments until scientists have reached a consensus.

c. University Fleet
Because of the gaps in information described in Section 2, subsection a (Methodology), our calculated greenhouse gas
emissions from USD's fleet may not accurately represent the true amount. Overall, however, we can explain 84% of the
number of gallons consumed based on the total mileage which makes our estimate a relatively good indicator of the true
carbon footprint of University fleet travel. From the 1,616,348 miles of fleet travel in 2007, 672 tons of greenhouse gases
were emitted. Since most of the information gaps existed for the larger vehicle categories, the total emissions will likely
increase slightly with more accurate mpg data.

d. Commuters
Commuting patterns are difficult for the University to assess, and current data collection concerning commuters is deeply
flawed. For example, the data indicates that there is one student commuting from Shanghai, China to USD every day.
When students must notify the University where they will be living in the upcoming year, students should be able to check
"yes" or "no" for commuting and be given the option to differentiate between their commuting address and their

permanent address. Clearly, the student from Shanghai is not commuting every day and indicated s/he would be offcampus but did not specify where. This simple addition to the form will allow the University and the Task Force to better
track commuting patterns in the future.
Although assessing commuting behavior remains burdensome, several reasons for commuting can generally be assumed.
Commuters travel mostly due to family or work commitments in other communities. Lack of communication and
infrastructure limits the availability and accessibility of alternative transportation options such as carpooling which results
in inevitable transportation inefficiencies. Moreover, while it is not certain, we can safely assume that commuters add
anywhere from one to two hundred tons of greenhouse gas emissions to the University's carbon footprint.
At the time of this writing, the Task Force is in the midst of finishing a survey of a representative sample of commuters.
We hope to complete the survey before June. The updated report will be sent to every member of the PAC and will be
posted on our website.

e. Travels
Opportunities exist for improved administrative organization and streamlined documentation processes for faculty,
student, and administrative travel. These changes are necessary to report actual travel accurately, assess resulting carbon
emissions, and pursue a strategy of offset purchases. Research of USD's travel records indicates that there is a substantial
public administration deficit from which much travel remains undocumented. Records of administration and faculty travel
for 2007 show a total of 2,316,896 miles traveled by air with no proof of purchase of a carbon offset. Unfortunately, the
University does not have a strong system to collect receipts for University-sponsored student travels. Moreover, only
8,400 miles of student travel can be accounted for. In light of the level of student travel and the sharp expansion of
internships, study abroad programs, and other sources of travel that are not tracked by USD, we believe this number is
inaccurate and extremely under estimated. Given the 2007 mileage numbers available, USD emitted 1,810 tons
of greenhouse gas emissions as a result of air travel. Undoubtedly, this number provides a very conservative estimate of
actual emissions, and this emissions number should rise significantly as travel becomes better documented. Our effort is
not to justify inflations of the emissions estimates but to show that our estimates are incredibly conservative, and
improved processes for travel documentation are essential.

4. Emissions from Waste Management
a. Solid Waste Disposal
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If there is one area of the University where
inefficiencies are most prevalent, it is our waste
management systems. 1,455 tons of University waste
was disposed of in various landfills in the region
resulting in 1,441 tons of greenhouse gas emissions
which essentially demonstrates a 1:1 ratio for tons of
waste produced/tons of greenhouse gas emitted. In the
last year alone, increased accessibility to recycling bins
has led to the near doubling of recycled waste on
campus. Nevertheless, students continue to have a
difficult time recycling on campus because bins are
located in only select locations of campus. With the
exception of dormitories or the library, for instance,
students are still reporting difficulties finding
appropriate containers for recycling white paper.
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5. Emissions from Refrigerants
a. Refrigerants and Other Chemicals
The University currently stores several refrigerants such as HFC-134a which are mainly used in science facilities but only
used in chillers. As a result, the University does not discharge any emissions from these sources. If there is a leak or
failure in the chiller, there would be an emission. Fortunately, this has not a problem in recent history and with the
acquisition of new funds for science facilities, we can rest assured that this history of sound practices should continue.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations
The University of South Dakota emits a total of 11,231 tons of greenhouse gas emissions. The amount of greenhouse gas
emissions per student is 1.4 tons. Compared to other institutions, the University’s footprint is relatively low due to our use
of hydroelectricity. Most of the University’s emissions come from the cogeneration plant that supplies heating and
cooling. The remaining emissions are the product of waste and travel. After a year of research, we feel comfortable stating
that the challenge before us, carbon neutrality, will be difficult but manageable. At this time, the Carbon Task Force is
prepared to make the following recommendations:

a. $1.00 Green Fee
A constant source of funding for projects is the first step towards carbon neutrality. The implementation of a green fee
would provide the necessary funds to lead our university toward environmental sustainability. The Finance and
Administration Department projects that 163,912 credits will be taken at the University in FY ’09 (the first year a fee could
be implemented) which would result in approximately $163,912 per year.
The initial proceeds should be used in two ways. A large percentage will go towards the creation of a Sustainability Office
discussed in detail later. The rest should be placed in a long term fund, entitled the USD GREEN FUND, which will be used
towards energy efficiency improvements over time that may not be made with a state-mandated budget. As the
University collects this fee over several years, money will continue to be diverted to these two projects.
Green fees are becoming an attractive option for Universities
across the nation. Midwestern universities like Iowa State
University and Drake University are also considering green
fees. Institutions like the University of Kansas and the
University of Colorado at Boulder have already implemented
green fees to fund similar programs being proposed.
Universities have left the decision to implement fees in the
hands of students rather than administrators. In keeping with

the democratic tradition with this topic across the nation, we believe a student body vote should be held in the fall
semester concerning this fee. We feel this gives students the chance to understand what they would be funding and feel
personally invested in the actions of the University.

b. Sustainability Office
In order to coordinate the University's efforts to become carbon neutral, a Sustainability Office should be
created. Establishing a Sustainability Office would confer numerous benefits to USD in its quest for carbon neutrality. A
Sustainability Office would be able to ensure effective implementation of the recommendations of the Carbon Task Force
as well as provide a central spot for generating future ideas. Campus employees whose work focuses on sustainability can
play a crucial role in influencing climate action and providing continuity over time.
The Sustainability Office would also assist in creating a culture of sustainable living among the students, faculty, and staff.
Modifying behavior is a necessary complement to other actions, such as increasing energy efficiency. The Sustainability
Office would collaborate with the Idea Program’s Sustainability course, several student environment groups, and other
environmentally related classes to strengthen students’ knowledge about living a sustainable lifestyle. The Sustainability
Office would include Student Coordinators whose role would be to implement recycling goals, support Focus the Nation
and conduct "green games" such as energy reduction competitions between dorms or Greek clubs among many other
things. Some great examples of Sustainability Offices exist today. Click here for a list of Sustainability Offices across the
nation.
We recommend that the Sustainability Office be funded by the Green Fees discussed above. With funds allocated from the
Green Fees, salary payments for a Sustainability Officer would not be expensive. According to the AASHE "Higher
Education Sustainability Officer Position and Salary Survey," the average salary for a Sustainability Officer for a university
of our size in 2007 was $59,700; however, officers with less than five years experience and an advanced degree had an
average salary of $44,200. Officers with less than five years experience and no advanced degree had an average salary of
$41,300. When selecting a candidate, the University should follow this guide. Funding for the actual office should also
come from the USD GREEN FUND but the level of funding will have to be worked out between the new Sustainability
Officer and the University.

c. Energy Star Purchasing Policy
In order to contain rising energy costs, mitigate carbon emissions growth, and incorporate sustainability into
the administrative framework of the University, the Carbon Task Force recommends that the University of South Dakota
adopt an ENERGYSTAR purchasing policy whereby old appliances, electronics, heating systems, and cooling systems are
replaced as USD's purchasing plan dictates with ENERGYSTAR products where possible.
Though electricity usage at USD does not impact carbon
emissions to the degree it does at many other universities,
increasing energy efficiency still represents a substantial
opportunity for the University to contain rising energy costs. Not
only are energy costs quickly increasing (demonstrated most
notably by a 20% cost increase in January 2008 alone according to
Facilities Management), but USD will soon face a significant rise in
its electricity rate. Though USD presently uses hydroelectric power
at the low cost of $.02697 per kWh, USD's supply of hydroelectric
power is not unlimited. If USD exceeds its allocated limit of
hydroelectric power, which is expected to become a regular
occurrence once the new Business School comes online, the cost
of its excess power ($.05811 per kWh) is more than double the
previous rate.
By adopting a ENERGYSTAR replacement strategy, USD can limit
the effects of inevitable electricity cost increases while saving
money through increased energy efficiency. These savings are not menial. According to the Environmental Protection
Agency and the United States Department of Energy, adopting ENERGYSTAR appliances would result in saving up to 30% in
energy costs. In 2007, USD spent over $770,000 in electrical costs for our campus, meaning the adoption of the
ENERGYSTAR purchasing plan would save up to $231,000, and future savings would likely be even greater due to the

increase in costs discussed earlier. ENERGYSTAR has many tools available to assist with this change. Click here for more
information.

d. Carbon Offsets for University Sponsored Travel
The University emitted a total of 2,463 greenhouse gas emissions through travel. As noted earlier, this total
underestimates student travel. Traveling, whether to an academic conference or a Board of Regents meeting, is a part of
the University way of life, but there are options to make traveling less burdensome on our environment.
The Task Force recommends that the University offset travel emissions by appropriating the monetary equivalent of travel
emissions into the USD GREEN FUND. For FY 2007, the University would have to place $23,892 into the fund to offset
faculty/staff air travel and $8,870 for fleet travel resulting in a total of $32,762. While this may seem like a large cost, it
actually represents a planned investment towards energy savings and environmental education programs since this
money can be used towards the energy efficiency improvements, expansion of the USD Recycling program, or switching
the University from standard light bulbs to CFL light bulbs for example. Click here to learn how these sums were
calculated.
The Task Force recognizes that some trips involve a large group of students and faculty members while others consist of
one student studying abroad in Europe. In either case, the department sponsoring the trip can choose how to pay for
carbon offsets. The department may either pay for it out of its own budget, require the students to offset their own
carbon, or a combination of the two. The offset money should be sent to the Accounting Office who will place it into the
USD GREEN FUND. The purchase should be documented and reported initially to the Carbon Task Force and eventually to
the Sustainability Office through methods discussed later in the report.

e. Reducing Waste at Low Costs
The University of South Dakota must strive to provide recycling options across campus and adopt waste reduction
methods in all areas of the University. Despite a growing demand for recycling by students and participation in a
nationwide recycling competition, recycling bins are still difficult to find consistently throughout campus. Campus-wide

recycling measures offer one of the simplest and most visible actions of campus sustainability, and by providing greater
access to recycling containers across campus, the University has a huge opportunity to legitimize itself as a leader in
sustainability among fellow institutions of higher education.
Waste reduction policies must be comprehensive. The Carbon Task Force recommends that the University create a formal
policy encouraging staff, professors, and students to move towards paperless submissions. Professor Braunstein of the
Task Force requires paperless submissions of papers and reports that the transition was relatively easy. We recognize that
this may not work in every situation and using paper is still a necessity, but there are countless instances where the
alternative is also true.
With the recent creation of three locations to purchase coffee on campus as well as the commons and future student
center dining hall, the University should encourage Aramark to audit food waste production and disposal to increase
efficiencies and reduce costs. There are several current trends that indicate a willingness on Aramark’s part to conduct
such an audit.
Reducing paper waste is another way to mitigate waste while saving costs. One company is reaching out to individuals and
institutions and asking them to print greener. GreenPrint is a software program designed to maximize the efficiency of the
printing process. The Wall Street Journal recently said that GreenPrint is "a simple solution to an annoying and easy
problem." The program eliminates wasteful pages to save ink. For example, a professor has to drive to the University of
Iowa for the first time to attend a conference so naturally the professor turns to GoogleMaps. The professor enters his
destination but before clicking "print," Greenprint allows him to eliminate the unnecessary map and the fringe page that
consists of a URL link resulting in one saved sheet of paper and costly ink. When everyone uses this software, saved paper
and ink turns into saved cash. Caitlin McCool, a GreenPrint Representative who has been in contact with the Carbon Task
Force, estimates that the University can save 2.8 million sheets of paper and $180,480.00 annually. GreenPrint estimates
that the University will prevent over two million pounds of greenhouse gas emissions dues to our saved paper. What is the
best part about GreenPrint? It is absolutely free and easy to install. For more information concerning the cost of paper on
institutions, please review this CitiGroup/Environmental Defense Report.

Not only will recycling and waste reduction methods reduce extraneous costs from shipping our trash over 60 miles to the
landfill as well as the general savings associated with recycling, but several options exist to fund recycling on campus. The
USD GREEN FUND would be an excellent source of money because of its expanse and ability to guarantee funds year after
year. Another option would expand recycling through SGA excess funds. Both options should be able to fund the
estimated $5000 necessary for an expansion of recycling programs.

f. Retrofits
The University should strive to complete an energy audit of every building that was not constructed or renovated within
the last five years. Energy audits are time consuming but the ability to target weaknesses in each building will provide the
University with a comprehensive understanding of specific
weaknesses while reducing the risk of low returns on
investment for energy efficiency enhancements. The
University should target the oldest buildings on campus first
because these will most likely require the greatest level of
upgrades resulting in longer returns to investment time
frame.
At the time of this writing, the University is currently
conducting energy audits of the law school and Dakota
Dome. The Task Force has acquired a wealth of knowledge
on minor changes that have a major impact in reducing
energy and would like to meet with those who have
conducted the audit to discuss solutions to lower energy use
in the aforementioned buildings.

g. Commuter Connections
Establishing an online “meeting place” for commuters to coordinate their travel provides a simple and sensible solution
for low levels of carpooling and transportation inefficiencies. While we do not have data documenting the number of
commuters attending the University and the impact this has the environment, we can still make a few intuitive
observations. First, some commuters will carpool and some will not. Second, some commuters may want to carpool but
may not know any other commuters to "catch a ride" with. Finally, we can arguably make the assertion that there is not
enough carpooling or that it could be done better even if there is a greater than expected level of people carpooling. With
these assumptions, we believe a sensible solution for commuters is to develop a website platform for commuters to
meet. This website could function similar to the room reservation website for USD events or Craigslist. Commuter "hot
spots" like Sioux Falls or Sioux City would each have their own site where commuters can post the times they will be
driving to and from Vermillion. The website could even be used to promote carpooling among students who traditionally
go home on the weekends or for students seeking to carpool to fun weekend destinations like the Twin Cities.
If this website is advertised properly, huge successes could be recognized towards increasing the level of carpooling to the
University. Increased carpooling would relieve the stress of the University's parking lots, save commuters money through
gas savings and increased longevity in automobile use. Finally this networking source could potentially create long-lasting
friendships and increase the social cohesion of the entire community.

h. Institutional Memory
In order to meet the goals established by
the President’s Climate Commitment, USD
must develop a strong institutional memory
that tracks the progress of future
programs. Building institutional memory
will streamline future data collection and
make the process easier and more efficient
for students, professors and administrators.

Some of the information, such as student air travel, is not well documented by the University. We propose that
Information Technology should develop an internal website that administrative and department offices can use to submit
relevant information. This will allow the Carbon Task Force and the Sustainability Office to effectively monitor the impact
of the above-mentioned proposals. It also allows members of the Task Force to spend less time chasing data and more
time studying ways to improve our campus. If we train ourselves to use this website correctly, we can establish a selfpowered database collection system.
The summer provides a perfect opportunity for the University to begin to build a framework for better data collection.
Over the summer, the President's Office should send a memo to every administrative and academic department outlining
the purpose and process of data collection. While this process will not affect every department, we believe that every
department has a right to know. The Carbon Task Force is willing to assist in drafting the memo.

FINAL THOUGHTS
With the addition of a new student center, business school, and potential wellness center, our financial costs and
greenhouse gas emissions will assuredly increase if we choose to do nothing. The above mentioned recommendations are
a start to a more efficient and greener university, but they are only a start. Over the next year, the Task Force plans to
determine the University's 2008 carbon footprint as well as look at solutions for our use of natural gas and working to
implement the above proposals. The pursuit of sustainability is an on-going process in a constantly changing environment
that warrants continued attention and increased focus on the part of the University.

ABOUT THE TASK FORCE
The Carbon Task Force was created in the Spring 2007 semester at the request of the Policy Advisory Council. Since
its inception, the Task Force has attempted to encompass all walks of life from French minors to facility managers.
The Task Force is composed of students, faculty members and administrators but no official member of the Task
Force feels this is his or her responsibility alone. As we can testify from our many encounters with members of our
community, so much of the work presented is the result of those not on the Task Force taking time out of their
busy schedules to lend a helping hand when asked.
The Task Force has followed the President’s Climate Commitment which President Abbott signed to guide its
research and policy recommendations. We are proud to report that the Task Force is working well within the
bounds of the recommended timeline of the Commitment. Over the past year, we have calculated the University’s
carbon footprint, researched fellow institutions, and brought forth policy proposals. While we are not prepared to
set a date for carbon neutrality at this moment due to the current limiting economic conditions, we are confident
that this date can be set with further research and more time. As some of us prepare to graduate and others
prepare for another year of hard work ahead of them, we are proud to say that the University of South Dakota is
on its way to becoming the first carbon neutral institution in the state.
Current members of the Task Force include students Felicia Barnes, Carrie Brooks, Zach Crago, Ryan Cwach, and
Mandie Weinandt; Professors Richard Braunstein and Terry Robertson; and Facilities Manager Michael Allen. Those
who draft this report would be remiss to neglect others who have served: students Adam Barkl, Christopher Berry,
Jake Mortenson, Professor Gaius Hellenrum, Professor Ray Ring, Vice President of Finance Rich Van Den Hul, and
former Provost Royce Engstrom.

